Session Booklet – Location Services
Location services are a feature that allows an organisation access to your location whilst you
are using the services the organisation offers. Ranging from apps telling you about the
weather, tagging yourself in a location on a social media platform, getting directions from
point A to point B using a maps app or finding your nearest McDonalds store, location
services are becoming more and more prevalent when entering the digital world.

Location Services
1

Firstly, we are going to look at how to
turn location services on our various
devices.

2

Apple
1. Open the Apple Settings app.
2. Scroll down and open the
Privacy menu.
3. Location services will appear at
the top of the screen. Next to
location services is a switch. If
the switch is green, then you
have location services turned
on.
4. To turn location services off, you
would need to tap the switch.
You’ll know you’ve turned it off
as the switch will turn to white.

3

Android
1. Open the Android Settings app.
2. Scroll down and tap on Location.
3. Scroll down and tap Google
Location Settings.
4. Tap Location Reporting and
Location History.
5. Here you will see different
sliders. These will allow you to
turn off location reporting and
delete any location history your
device has saved.
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4

Windows
1. Go to the Start option in the
bottom left hand corner and leftclick the Windows menu icon.
2. To view Settings, you then need
to click the Settings cog.
3. Within Settings, there is a
Privacy icon.
4. Within Privacy, there is a
Location switch. This switch can
be turned on and off depending
on if you want Location services
on or not.

5

Often when you are using apps that
require location services, and they
aren’t switched on in your settings, the
app will ask you to allow them access to
your location. The image on the right
shows the Maps app asking for
permission to access your location.
It isn’t as simple as just allowing it to
access your location though. It is worth
checking your location services within
Settings and checking what level of
access you have granted the app.
Common levels of access are Never,
Whilst Using the App and Always.

Question
What is the difference between Never, Whilst
Using and Always?
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6

We are now going to use apps and
websites that require Location Services
for you to use them.

Websites
We are going to use 3 websites.
1. https://www.google.co.uk/maps
Access Google Maps and find directions from
Startpoint Coffee Shop, 4 Woodley Precinct,
SK6 1RJ to the Cornerstone, 2 Edward
Street, SK1 3NQ using public transport.

Apps
We are going to use 3 apps.
1. Download the National Rail app
and find out how long it will take for
a train from Stockport to Leicester
on Saturday 17th March 2018 at as
close to midday as possible.

Instructions:

Time:

2. https://www.onlinecentresnetwork.org/
Left-click on ‘Find a centre’ and when the
website asks you to allow location, click
‘Allow’ and find out where the centre in the
Online Centre Network is.
Nearest Centre:

2. Download the Domino’s app and
find out where your nearest
Domino’s store. To do this, tap on
the blue location symbol on the
search bar on the Domino’s home
page. Now tap on ‘Order Now’.
Select the menu icon in the top
left-hand corner and write down
the name of the nearest store to
your location.
Nearest store name:
3. Download the Santander app.
Don’t worry, we aren’t going to be
doing any online banking and we
don’t require you to enter any of
your details whilst on the app.
Once the app has downloaded
and you’ve loaded the app up,
select ‘Find Nearest Branch’.

3. https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaur
ants
Enter Stockport, Greater Manchester,
England into the search bar and press enter. Nearest Branch Address:
Select British cuisine and find the top 5 British
restaurants in Stockport.
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